February 2009 news/lectures/events

Musician Inventors to Perform  See finalists of the Guthman Musical Instrument Competition at the Georgia Tech Center for Music Technology Saturday, Feb. 28.

Alum Names Tech as Recipient of Brick Industry Design Prize  Daniel E. Snyder (M Arch 1989) won President's Award from Brick Industry Association, Southeast Region.

WEDNESDAY: Student Work from 1973 to Now  Final installment of Centennial Exhibition opens; begins with lecture from Balfour, Craig, Dowling and Johnston.

Building Construction Faculty Addresses Unfinished Subdivisions Before U.S. Congress  Porter's expertise in residential and community development is a timely resource.

Piano Etudes Allows Audiences to Participate
Lecture / MAR 4

Design Career Fair / MAR 6

Architecture and Planning Career Fair / Mar 13

Libero Andreotti (Arch 1980; M Arch 1982): Centennial Lecture / MAR 25

COA Research Forum: Design and Technologies for Communication / MAR 26

Sonic Generator at Woodruff Arts Center / MAR 30

A Search for a More Thoughtful Architecture: Centennial Lecture / APR 1

Nature in Design Lecture: Robin Moore / APR 8

The Next One-Hundred Years Esquisse Awards / APR 8

COA Research Forum: Healthy Environments and Healthcare Design / APR 23

FUNCTION FORMING FASHION: Centennial Celebration / APR 25

in the Composition Process Musical fragments can be arranged and rearranged in Jason Freeman's new work. Try it out!

Reducing CO2 Emissions Through Smart Growth and Technology New study from City and Regional Planning researcher shows hybrid vehicles and higher density cities could eliminate future growth of CO2 emissions from autos.

Summer Program for High School Juniors and Seniors - Registration Now Open
June 8-19, 2009
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